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Resumen
Our mental capacity to construe a perceived situation in different ways and the distinct modes of
construal become evident when comparing various linguistic structures possible for verbalizing one
and the same event. These structures can be distinguished according to a range of different features
- among them quantities known from physics: state and dynamics. To demonstrate the gradual
difference between static and dynamic concepts discernable in language this paper focuses on distinct
presentations of a complex forai of causatives - namely instrumentais.
After some introductory comments in section one, section two will display the conceptual differences
between plain causative constructions and instrumental construals. The third section analyzes different
instrumental patterns with regard to the static-dynamic distinction and the conceptual import of these
structures. Some concluding words will close the article.
1. INTRODUCTION

The physical differentiation into static and dynamic quantities is captured in grammatical
categories and syntactic structures. The basic linguistic classification mirrors this distinction:
nouns, adjectives, gerunds etc. representing static entities and situations and verbs realizing
dynamic events.
While states are described as having a spatial but no temporal extension, dynamic events
are based not only on spatial bul as well on temporal extension. The derivational processes
which a language user is capable to (e.g. nominalization, de-nominalization etc.) and our
ability to construct a perceived scene and its essential components as static or as dynamic
hint at the gap between objective time (i.e. the temporal extension during which an event
actually happens) and subjective time (i.e. the perception of the temporal extensions).
As Pòppel (1994) has shown subjective time consists of two units: the 30msec window
for the perception oíprimordial units (objects) and a 3sec window for the analysis of events,
i.e. of Gesalls and structures. Pôppels subjective time can be correlated to what Langacker
calls processing time. This notion of time is contrasted to the notion of conceived time,
which Langacker describes «as an OBJECT of conceptualization» (Langacker 2002: 79).
Our mental ability to accelerate or decelerate perceived events is discernable in the different
linguistic structures which are possible to describe one and the same real-world event.
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The objectivist view that language gets its meaning via correspondences to objects
and event in reality is thus negated by cognitive semantics. Cognitive semantics postulates
that language does not represent external reality proper but resides on mental structures
established during the process of conceptualization of external events.
Linguistic constructions display the different cognitive patterns thus processed and
exhibit the conceptual import applied to the distinct components of the pattern. Cognitive
semantics has shown that these construal operations discernable in language are based
on imaging or schematic systems, which correspond to structuring mechanisms in other
cognitive domains such as visual perception or sensorimotory control.
In his paper «The Relation of Grammar to Cognition» (2000) Leonard Talmy identified
four imaging systems implicit in language:
a) «the schematic structuring or geometric delineations in space or time» (Talmy: 47);
b) «the conceptual perspective point from which the entity is cognitively regarded» (ibid.: 68)
c) «the distribution of one's attention over the given structure from the given perspective point»
(ibid.: 76)
and
d) «force dynamics» (ibid. 41)
While the first three of these imaging systems arc mainly involved in the structuring of
space and time in language, the fourth schema is concerned with the interaction between
the entities on the referent scene. Depending on the conceptualized situation and on the
construal operations one of these schemes usually dominates over the others - yet they never
appear alone in language.
Especially causative constructions, which are regarded as sub-concepts of the force
dynamics system, comprise all four systems. Analyzing yet another sub-concept of the force
dynamics scheme I will focus on attentional aspects displayed in different instrumental
structures.
2. THE INSTRUMENTAL CONTINUUM

Talmy points out that «in most familiar languages [...] the entire portion of [a complex]
sequence is gapped» (Talmy 2000: 272). This observation is applicable to most causative
constructions: Prototypical causative constructions directly depict the relation between cause
and result and gap the specific means by which this relation is established.
Instrumental construals incorporate these medial sequences and are thus a more specific
and more complex sub-form of causative constructions. Compared to causal patterns
instrumental construals encompass a further conceptual compound, i.e. represent the
instrument used by an agent to act on a patient. In other words: The instrument represents
the means whereby something is done and functions as energy-transmitting medium between
agent and patient.
Langacker's energy chain captures this distinction between causative and instrumental
concepts and provides a vivid starting point for the description of the conceptual
differences:
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The head (agent) of the energy chain initiates the energy to be transmitted to the tail
(patient). Figure 1 mirrors a construal in which the instrument through which the energy is
passed on is conceptually (and linguistically) omitted. Figure 2 on the other side depicts a
concept encompassing all three components (agent-instrument-patient).
Although both structures are basically founded on resultative constructions (cf. Goldberg
1995), the conceptual difference between integrative causal constructions and instrumental
construals can be depicted by the following two adapted construction frames:

Figure 3 Causative Construction
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While Figure 3 depicts the conflation of two conceptual moments (cause-result) mapped
onto the predicate, Figure 4 demonstrates the integration of yet another aspect, i.e. the
instrument.
As examples for single sentences with instrumental verbs compared io plain prototypical
causatives consider the following simple sentences:
(1)

Paul tétete den Káfer.
(Paul killed the bug1.)

(2)

Paul erschlug den Kâfer.
(Paul smashed the bug.)

(3)

Paul erdolchte den Kâfer.
(Paul stabbed the bug.)

(4)

Paul steinigte den KSfer.
(Paul stoned the bug.)

Insofar as all these structures integrate cause and effect in the lexical verb (or the
affix), they can all be considered as representations of the prototypical or typical causative
constructions. Yet, the processes profiled by the verbs in the examples (2) - (4) not only
encompass the causal event proper without further specification about the actual happening
(as in sentence (1)), but integrate the information about the instrument used (as in (3) and
(4)) or at least hint at it (as in (2)).
The profiled situations can be differentiated according to the degree of complexity and
informativeness: The lexical causative tiiten {to kill) directly profiles the causal relation
between agent and patient without implying how this relation comes about. In sentence (2)
the information about the actual instrument is not verbalized either. Yet, by implying how
the action is carried out only a specific range of instruments is possible. That is, the German
verb erschlagen (to smash) profiles an action carried out either directly with the agent's
hand or with some instrument manipulated by the agent. The verb erschlagen (to smash)
thus delimits the notion of possible instruments. The restrictions becomes obvious in the
following augmented versions:
(5)

Paul erschlug den Kafer mit der Hand/dem Stock.
(Paul smashed the bug with his hand/a stick.)
*Paul erschlug den Kafer mit dem Fufi.
(*Paul smashed the bug with his foot.)

(6)

Paul zertrat den Kâfer mit dem FuB.
(Paul crushed the bug with his foot.2)
*Patd zertrat den Kafer mit der Hand/einem Stock.
(*Paul crushed the bug with his hand/a stick)

1
The examples are given in German and English. For some of the examples there is no English equivalent
and the closest translation is chosen.
2
Note that the English verb to crush is less specific than the German verb zerlreten which always profiles an
action carried out with the foot or a shoe.
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In contrast to the verbs tôten (to kill), erschlagen (to smash) or zertreten (to crush)
the de-nominalizcd verbs erdolchen (to stab) or steinigen (to stone) directly display the
information about the instrument used.
Since instrumental concepts are sub-concepts of causative construals the coneptual
features which are discernable in causatives have to be discernable in instrumental structures
as well. Some of the basic observations about causative constructions will be presented
below.
According to Lakoff/Johnson (1980 and 1999) and others (cf. Comrie 1989, Dixon 2000,
Shibatani/Pardeshi 2001) causative constructions with lexical causatives such as to kill, to
open, to drown etc. arc prototypical instantiations of a postulated causal continuum.
In analogy to different conceptual features (Gestalt-qualities) such as temporal and
spatial proximity, continuation or bounding single sentences with a lexical causal verb
are said to be more prototypical than analytical or complex3 sentences in which cause and
effect are expressed through two different phrases. On this basis, Comrie (1989) suggested
a causal continuum in which the formal aspects of causatives are brought in direct (iconic)
correlation with the spatial factors of directness vs. indirectness between cause and result
(or agent and patient):
«The distinction between direct and indirect causatives is concerned with the mediacy
of the relationship between cause and effect. On the one hand, there are instances where
cause and effect are so close to one another temporally that it is difficult to factor the
macro-situation physically into cause and effect, even though it remains possible to do so
conceptually. [...] Many languages have a formal distinction correlating with this distinction between direct and indirect causatives. Moreover, the kind of formal distinction found
across languages is identical: the continuum from analytical via morphological to lexical
causative correlates with the continuum from less to direct to more direct causation»
(Comrie 1989: 172).
The causative continuum thus described can be summarized as in the following table:
Conceptual Structure
indirect

direct
lexical

morphological

analytical

to kill
lu break

to overthrow)
to re(cycle)

complex predicates
prepositions

complex
subjunctions
conjunctions

Formal structure
Table 1 : Causative continuum

3
Comrie does not differentiate between analytical and complex linguistic structures. Prepositional adjuncts
and subordinated clauses in complexe sentences depict the relation between cause and result differently and should
be considered as mappings of distinct concepts - as well in regard of directness vs. indirectness.
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The graduai differentiation between direct and indirect causation is represented in the
following examples:
(7)

lexical causative verbs
Paul tolete den Hund.
(Paul killed the dog.)

(8)

morphological causativos
Paul warf die Vase um.
(Paul overthrew the vase.)

(9)

analytical causative constructions
prepositional causative constructions
Der Hund starb wegen Paul.
(Owing to Paul the dog died.)

(10)

complex causative constructions
Der Hund starb, weil Paul ihn schlug.
(The dog died because Paul hit it.)

Tn contrast to single sentences, in which cause and effect are merged in one linguistic
element (verb), the two constitutive factors of a causal concept can be expressed by two
distinct linguistic elements: an affix added to a verb (as in (8)), two separate phrases
(as in (9)) or even two autonomous clauses (as in (10)). That is, we have the possibility
to conceptualize a causal event not as a causal Gestalt in the first place but to unfold or
decompose the coherent whole into their constitutive parts (cause, effect). The representation
of the result in the main clause and the cause in the adverbial adjuncts mirrors the conceptual
import of the compounds: As sentence topic the patient is conceptually foregrounded or
highlighted while the agent or the agent's action is backgrounded.
As indicated above instrumental constructions are a sub-concept of causative construals
and are constructed similarly. Yet, while in causative structures the gradual difference
between integrative and complex constructions relates to the decomposition of cause and
result, the different instrumental constructions unfold the relation between the causal event
as such and the integration of the instrument in this process.
As examples consider the following instantiations:
(11)

lexical instrumental verbs
Paul steinigte den Kâfer.
(Paul stoned the bug.)

(12)

analytical instrumental constructions
prepositional causative constructions
Paul tolete den Kafer mit Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug with stones.)
Paul tôtete den Kâfer durch das Werfen von Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones.)
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complex causative constructions
Paul tatete den Kafer, ìndem er Steine nach ihm waif.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones at it.4)
Paul tòtete den Kafer, indem er ihn steinigte.
(Paul killed the bug by stoning it.)

While sentence (11) integrates cause-result-instrument in the verbal form, the other
constructions ((12) and (13)) decompose this conflation into the cause-result-relation on one
side and the instrumental construal on the other side. With the plain causative construction
in the main clause and the instrumental information in the subordinated clause these
structures highlight or foreground the causal relation as such and background the instrument
or instrumental event.
As far as the spatial factor of dirctness vs. indirectness is concerned the following
correlation can be postulated: The relation between the causal event and the involment of
the instrument or the instrumental action in this event is represented as the most indirect
in sentences (13) and most direct in example (11). Omitting morphological instrumentais
which do not exist in German it is thus possible to describe an instrumental continuum
based on the conceptual factors dirctness vs. indirectness. In anology to Comrie's causative
continuum the description could be as follows:
«A continuum from complex via analytical to lexical instrumentais correlating with the
continuum from less to direct to more direct integration of an instrument in the whole
causative event»
Conceptual Structure
direct
lexical
to stone
to poison

indirect
analytical
prepositions

complex
subjunctions
conjunctions

Formal structure
Table 2: Instrumental continuum
3. INTERNAL SETTING-UP

Yet, the conceptual differentiation between direct vs. indirect causation and instrumental
integration is just one aspect among others. The different decomposed concepts mirrored
in sentences (12) and (13) differ as well in regard of the accentuation or focusing of the
entities involved.
Two factors can be cited to be in force here: a) the perspectival mode towards the scene
as a whole and b) the attentional focus towards the distinct entities involved in the scene.
Reconsider the causative and the instrumental structures from above:
4

Note that the English language does not dispose an instrumental suhjunction proper as the German does.
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(1 ')

Paul tótete den Kâfer.
(Paid killed the bug.)

(4')

Paul steinigte den Kâfer.
(Paul stoned the hug.)

(12')

Paul totete den Kâfer mit Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug with stones.)
Paul totete den Kâfer durch das Werfen von Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones.)

(13')

Paul tétete den Kâfer, iudem er Steine nach inni warf.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones at it)
Paul totete den Kâfer, indem er ihn steinigte.
(Paul killed the bug by stoning it.)

The integrated structure in (T) is not only unspecific about the concrete action carried
out by the agent (kicking, striking, throwing?) but as well uninformative as far as the
instrument used is concerned (a stone, his hand, his foot, poison?). The instantiation in (4')
on the other side, implies the information about the instrument used (a stone or stones).
At the same time the verb steinigen (to stone) limits the notion of actions carried out by
the agent. That is, in general the verb steinigen (to stone) profiles a process in which the
agent acts on the instrument and thereby affects the patient, more specifically the process is
defined by a concept in which the agent acts on the instrument with his hand and directs the
instrument towards the patient - the thus designated process between agent and instrument
hardly implies that the agent acted on the stone in the manner of rolling, kicking at it or
putting it in front of the patient. The example 4') thus depicts an active process in which a
material instrument is integrated in the whole process as a dynamic component and not as
a static entity.
Comparing analytical (prepostional) and complex (subordinated) structures with the
integrated structures the differentiation between dynamic and static concepts becomes
obvious.
The concepts are gradually distinguishable in regard of the representation of the
instrument as being either dynamic or static.
(12"a) Paul totete den Kâfer mit Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug with stones.)
(b) Paul tôtete den Kâfer durch das Wcrfcn von Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones.)
( 13 "a) Paul totete den Kâfer, indem er ihn steinigte.
(Paul killed the bug by stoning it.)
(b) Paul tôtete den Kâfer, indem er Steine nach ihm warf.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones at it)
The prepositional adjunct in sentence (12"a) represents the instruments as static entities.
This and the fact that the information about the action performed with the instrument is not
verbalized highlights the instrumental object.
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In (12"b) the adjunctive phrase durch das Werfen von Steinen (by throwing stones)
encompasses the action performed on the instrument. Yet, the object complement Werfen
defines the action as a static action performed on static entities. The integration of this
second conceptual aspect goes hand in hand with an attention shift: As second complement
to the object the instrument is backgrounded and the process foregrounded.
The complex sentences presented in (13") have an other conceptual basis. The information
about the instrument used to act on the patient is again presented in an adjunctive compound
- the subordinated clause. Both adjuncts contain a finite verb which characterizes the
conceptualized instrumental event as a dynamic one. However, the instrument as such is
integrated quite differently in the two subordinated clauses. In (13"a) the instrument is
integrated in the predicate. In this case it is the instrumental event as such that is highlighted
and not the material instruments as in (12"a). In (13"b) on the other side the information
about instrument and action are decomposed (as in (12"b). The actual course of events is
presented as a dynamic action on the static instrument. In contrast to (12"), in which the
Agent is not verbalized, these two construals focus first of all on the Agent as initiator of the
proceedings. The integrated structure in (13"a) depicts the Patient, (13"b) the Instrument
as second focal point.
The comparison between the different constructions thus mirrors our cognitive capacity
to conceptualize material quantities as proceedings or vice versa processes as static entities.
It is thus as well possible to verbalize dynamic events as static entities as the following
sentences show:
(14)

Paul zertrat den Kafer.
(Paul kicked the bug)

(15)

Paul tôtete den Hund mit einem Tritt.
(Paid killed the bug with a kick)

(16)

Paul totete den Hund, indem er ihn trat.
(Paul killed the dog by kicking it)

Thus, a perceived event can conceptually either be accelerated or decelerated and a
static object can cognitively be transformed into a dynamic event and a dynamic event into
a static object.
The different constructions can be explained by the perspectival mode or the scanning
operation involved. As Langacker claims there are two scanning patterns: summary and
sequential scanning. The summary scanning is said to be atemporal and collective, with all
the patterns/scenes coexistent and simultaneously present. The sequential process on the
other side is a successive transformation of one configuration into the next with a positive
temporal extension:
«In summary scanning, the various facets of a situation are examined in cumulative fashion, so that progressively a more and more complex conceptualization is built up; once
the entire scene has been scanned, all facets of it are simultaneously available and cohere
as a single gestalt. [...] By contrast, sequential scanning involves the successive transformation of one scene into another. The various phases of an evolving situation arc examined
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serially, in noncumulative fashion, hence the conceptualization is dynamic, in the sense
that its contents change from one instant to the next.» (Langacker 2002: 78/79)
Although Langacker does not subsume the scanning operations under the process of
attention or perspective there is a close relation between these three schémas. That is, the
summary scanning can be considered as holistic view, thus as a perspective in which a
viewer has the whole scene or event in perspective; in sequential scanning the scene or
event is followed by our «menial eye» and the viewer depicts the entities involved from one
instance to the next. This assumption is underlined by Talmy's observation about different
perspectival modes:
«Perspectival mode
a) Synoptic mode: the adoption of a stationary distal perspective point with global scope
of attention
b) Sequential mode: the adoption of a moving proximal perspective point with local
scope of attention»
(Talmy 2000: 70)
Comprised in this is the fact, that in a sequential temporal concept the depicted event is
changing continously and can not be fixed. An atemporal representation on the other side
represents an atemporal static sequence which can be focused by our «mental eye» over
a longer period of time. In other words: As atemporal entity an object is more salient in
perception than a temporal event. Thus, in presenting an entity either as noun (stone) or as
process (to stone) the conceptual compounds are differently highlighted.
The attentional shift discernable in the different linguistic structures representing
instrumental concepts can be summarized as in the following table:
D
Y
N
A
M
I
C
A
L
I
Z
A
T
1
O
N

Intrumental constructions in German
a) Paul totete den Kafer mit Steinen.
(Paul killed the bug with stones)
b) Paul tôtete den Kafer dutch das Werf'en von Steinen.
(Pati! killed the bug by throwing stones)
c) Paul tôtete den Kafer, indent er Steine warf.
(Paul killed the bug by throwing stones)
d) Paul totete den Kafer, indem cr ihn steinigte.
(Paul killed the bug by stoning it.)
e) Paul steinigte den Kafer.
(Paul stoned the bug.)

A
C
C
E
N
T
U
A
T
I
O
N
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To what extend these observations hold for other languages than German can not be
answered here and should be subject to further investigations. Yet, as can be seen in instance
d) above German and English differ insofar as the English language does not provide an
instrumental subjunction.
4. CONCLUSION

During the process of conceptualization entities involved in a real-world process or the
processes as such can be conceptualized as static or dynamic. These concepts are mapped onto
linguistic structures and functions. The basic categorization into static (atemporal) linguistic
entities such as nouns or dynamic (temporal) quantities such as verbs and the derivational
processes (nominalization vs. denominalization) depict the distinct conceptual eonstruals. A s
evidence for this dual construal patterns the range of instrumental constructions represented
above c a n b e cited. Our mental ability to construct an instrumental entity, which is usually
considered to b e a material object, as process (stone à to stone) and vice versa to present a
process as concrete instrumental medium (to kick à kick) underlines the gap between real
world and conceptual structure. What goes hand in hand with this basic distinction is a shift
in conceptual attention.
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